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Winter Spice Snack Cake with Maple Swiss Meringue Buttercream 

Recipe makes one 6" cake topped with ~1C buttercream

{ gluten-free, refined sugar free, dairy-free / 

 

 

 

 

 

INGREDIENTS 

For the Winter Spice Seasoning: 

Jump over to the Vitamix site for the 

1/2C coconut palm sugar in place of the brown sugar to keep it paleo and refined s

For the cake: 

1/3 C (65g) ghee or 1/3 C (75g) 

cooled a bit 

1 3/4 C (175g) almond flour

1/4 C (30g) arrowroot flour

1 tbsp Vitamix Winter Spice Se

1/4 tsp kosher salt 

MAKE IN ADVANCE: 

• Buttercream can be made in advance and stored in an air

temperature for a day or two or in 

taken from cold, rewhip the buttercream before using.

• Un-frosted cake can be baked and stored wrapped in plastic wrap and inserted inside a 

ziptop bag at room temperature for a couple of days or in th
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Spice Snack Cake with Maple Swiss Meringue Buttercream 

one 6" cake topped with ~1C buttercream.   

free / paleo option } 

Jump over to the Vitamix site for the Vitamix Winter Spice Seasoning recipe.  Note:

coconut palm sugar in place of the brown sugar to keep it paleo and refined s

1/3 C (75g) organic grass fed butter if not dairy-intolerant, melted

flour 

1/4 C (30g) arrowroot flour 

Winter Spice Seasoning (click link for recipe) 

Buttercream can be made in advance and stored in an air-tight container at room 

temperature for a day or two or in the fridge for a week or freezer for a few months

taken from cold, rewhip the buttercream before using.  

frosted cake can be baked and stored wrapped in plastic wrap and inserted inside a 

ziptop bag at room temperature for a couple of days or in the freezer for up to a month.
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Spice Snack Cake with Maple Swiss Meringue Buttercream  

Note:  substitute 

coconut palm sugar in place of the brown sugar to keep it paleo and refined sugar free! 

intolerant, melted and 

tight container at room 

for a week or freezer for a few months.  If 

frosted cake can be baked and stored wrapped in plastic wrap and inserted inside a 

e freezer for up to a month. 
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1/2 tsp baking soda 

3 large eggs, room temperature

1/2 C (120ml) pure maple syrup or honey

2 tsp pure vanilla extract 

1 tsp lemon juice 

For the maple Swiss meringue buttercream

1 large egg white, room temperature

1/4 C (65ml) pure maple syrup

1/8 tsp (pinch) cream of tartar (or can sub 1/8 tsp lemon juice)

1/3 C (65g) ghee or 1/3 C (7

temperature 

1/2 tsp pure vanilla extract 

For garnish (optional): 

3 dried mandarin / orange slices 

Small cutting from the tip of a pine tree branch or sprigs of fresh rosemary 
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3 large eggs, room temperature 

1/2 C (120ml) pure maple syrup or honey 

For the maple Swiss meringue buttercream (makes ~1C): 

, room temperature 

1/4 C (65ml) pure maple syrup 

1/8 tsp (pinch) cream of tartar (or can sub 1/8 tsp lemon juice) 

75g) organic grass-fed butter if not dairy-intolerant, room 

 

ried mandarin / orange slices  

mall cutting from the tip of a pine tree branch or sprigs of fresh rosemary  
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intolerant, room 
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METHOD 

Preheat oven to 325f.  Line 6" cake pan 

sides with ghee or butter.   Set aside.

Whisk almond flour, arrowroot flour, 

bowl.   

Separate the 3 eggs.  Place the whites in 

along with the maple syrup, vanilla, lemon juice

combine.  Whisk the egg whites to a soft peak

Add the egg yolk mixture into the flour mixture, stirring until smooth and well combined.  Stir in about 

1/3 of the whipped whites to loosen the batter.  Fold in remaining whites gently taking care not to 

deflate.  Fold until only a few streaks of whites remain in the batter.  Pour

pan.  Bake for about 35 minutes or until a wooden skewer inserted in the center emerges clean.  Cool

the pan for 5 minutes. Run a knife all around the edge and invert onto a cooling rack to cool to room 

temperature. 

While the cake cools, make the buttercream.  Fill a small pot with an inch of water and bring it to a 

simmer.  Find a medium-sized heatproof bowl that can sit atop the pot without its bottom touching the 

water.     

Whisk the egg white, maple syrup and cream of tar

atop the pot with the water (make sure water is at a low gentle simmer).  Heat the mixture until 160f on 

a candy thermometer, all the while whisking and moving it around so the eggs don't cook.  

Remove from heat and transfer into the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with whisk attachment.  Whip at 

low speed first and increase to high, beating until stiff and cool

the meringue stays firmly put inside the bowl 
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6" cake pan with parchment paper cut into a circle to fit.  Grease bottom and 

Set aside. 

Whisk almond flour, arrowroot flour, Winter Spice Seasoning, salt and baking soda in a large mixing 

Separate the 3 eggs.  Place the whites in the bowl of a stand mixer.  Place the yolks into a medium bowl 

, vanilla, lemon juice and cooled melted ghee (or butter) and whisk well to 

combine.  Whisk the egg whites to a soft peak  - this takes about 2 minutes at high on my stand mixer.

nto the flour mixture, stirring until smooth and well combined.  Stir in about 

1/3 of the whipped whites to loosen the batter.  Fold in remaining whites gently taking care not to 

deflate.  Fold until only a few streaks of whites remain in the batter.  Pour into greased and lined cake 

pan.  Bake for about 35 minutes or until a wooden skewer inserted in the center emerges clean.  Cool

5 minutes. Run a knife all around the edge and invert onto a cooling rack to cool to room 

e cake cools, make the buttercream.  Fill a small pot with an inch of water and bring it to a 

sized heatproof bowl that can sit atop the pot without its bottom touching the 

Whisk the egg white, maple syrup and cream of tartar (or lemon juice) in the medium bowl and place it 

atop the pot with the water (make sure water is at a low gentle simmer).  Heat the mixture until 160f on 

a candy thermometer, all the while whisking and moving it around so the eggs don't cook.  

from heat and transfer into the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with whisk attachment.  Whip at 

low speed first and increase to high, beating until stiff and cooled.  (Tip:  Flip the bowl upside down, if 

put inside the bowl - you're good to go!)     
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Grease bottom and 

salt and baking soda in a large mixing 

yolks into a medium bowl 

and cooled melted ghee (or butter) and whisk well to 

this takes about 2 minutes at high on my stand mixer. 

nto the flour mixture, stirring until smooth and well combined.  Stir in about 

1/3 of the whipped whites to loosen the batter.  Fold in remaining whites gently taking care not to 

into greased and lined cake 

pan.  Bake for about 35 minutes or until a wooden skewer inserted in the center emerges clean.  Cool in 

5 minutes. Run a knife all around the edge and invert onto a cooling rack to cool to room 

e cake cools, make the buttercream.  Fill a small pot with an inch of water and bring it to a 

sized heatproof bowl that can sit atop the pot without its bottom touching the 

tar (or lemon juice) in the medium bowl and place it 

atop the pot with the water (make sure water is at a low gentle simmer).  Heat the mixture until 160f on 

a candy thermometer, all the while whisking and moving it around so the eggs don't cook.   

from heat and transfer into the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with whisk attachment.  Whip at 

ed.  (Tip:  Flip the bowl upside down, if 
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Switch to the paddle attachment and turn stand mixer on medium

time, beating until thick and smooth.

Add vanilla extract and beat.  Sometimes this is when my buttercream curdles.  Don't worry if this

happens, just keep beating it on high until it comes back together and is smooth once more.

Using a spatula, spread the buttercream on top of the cooled cake.  Garnish with dried mandarin slices, 

pine branches or rosemary sprigs, etc

Enjoy xx 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recipe adapted from My Paleo Patisserie
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the paddle attachment and turn stand mixer on medium-high.  Add ghee or butter a little at a 

time, beating until thick and smooth. 

Add vanilla extract and beat.  Sometimes this is when my buttercream curdles.  Don't worry if this

happens, just keep beating it on high until it comes back together and is smooth once more.

Using a spatula, spread the buttercream on top of the cooled cake.  Garnish with dried mandarin slices, 

, etc., if using.        

My Paleo Patisserie cookbook. 
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high.  Add ghee or butter a little at a 

Add vanilla extract and beat.  Sometimes this is when my buttercream curdles.  Don't worry if this 

happens, just keep beating it on high until it comes back together and is smooth once more. 

Using a spatula, spread the buttercream on top of the cooled cake.  Garnish with dried mandarin slices, 


